Suedes the Style For This Season

There will be more suedes going to school this year, both alone and in combination with patent, reptile and smooth leathers. Matte calf will be paired with patent leather heel.

And to the traditional black suede for evening wear at least one golden leather slipper and one slipper of bright-colored, highly textured leather in jewel tones.

...and some of the newest small pump with bands of leather shading from shell pink to mauve across the vamp.

Or it may be as sophisticated as a gold-speckled black patent leather pump with gold leather trim and white leather linings.

Then—...for really gala occasion—a little girl demands a shoe to make her feet sparkle. It may be a slipper of gold or silver leather, or a lighter leather suede pump in jewel tones.

AGAIN it may be a combination of colors of the sugar-and-spare variety such as a pink leather pump with bands of leather shading from shell pink to mauve across the vamp.

For Foot Health

Youthful should be taught to thoroughly dry their feet after a bath, to discourage fungus growth that poisons both little girls and their mothers.

Feet on these "very-dressed-up" shoes for little girls are vary, just like mother's. Sometimes they may be encrusted with glittering jewels may appear in a sparkling design on the shoe's toe.

Style-Wise Back-To-School Clothing for Boys from Higgins and Frank

SELECTED for latest styling, comfort, quality, and ease-of-care, you'll find the clothing from Higgins and Frank's Jr. Shop meets the same exacting standards required of the clothing in our men's department. This is clothing designed to please both the boy and parent.

UPPER RIGHT:
SPORT COATS
All wool in stripes, checks, and tweeds. Also corduroys.
Sizes 6-20.
$13.50
SLACKS
Flannel, rayon blends, wool and tyrolean blends.
Ivy league styling.
Sizes 6-20.
$7.95 to $11.50
DRESS SHIRTS
Tab collars, Ivy League, broadcloth and Oxford cloth.
In white and stripes.
Sizes 8-20.
$3.50 to $4.50
NECKWEAR
Reps and Goulards.
Cotton, silk, knits.
$1.00 to $1.95
WHITE BUCKS SADDLE OXFORDS
by Freeman. Sizes 8 and up.
$9.95 in our shoe department.
LOWER RIGHT:
SPORTSHIRTS
Vizzell, imported cottons, and flannels.
Stripes, prints and solid colors.
Sizes 8-20.
Vizzell $9.95 and $11.95, others from $2.95
SLACKS
Cotton Chinos
Corduroys with leather trim.
Sizes 6-20.
$4.95

Higgins and Frank Jr. Shop

On the lower level
At 268 West Maple Road
WARREN BUILDING
BIRMINGHAM
Free Parking at the rear